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Abstract - The capital market can be defined as a union of institutions and instruments that enables the transactions of 
securities, and so facilitating resources transfers between buyers and sellers. Currently in this market, there are plenty of 
opinion-forming companies, called independent houses of analysis, which make financial suggestions for their readers. 
Considering the importance of this topic, this research aims to analyze the price of the stocksre commended by Brazil’s largest 
independent house of analysis, through them abnormal returns. We studied 28 stocks that received a purchase recommendation 
between January 2015 and October 2018.These stocks were grouped by segment, totaling 11 segments, and we calculated the 
abnormal returns (AR) on the day of recommendation (AR0,j), on the subsequent day of the recommendation (AR1,j) and on 
two subsequent days after the recommendation (AR2,j), using Brazil’s most important stock market index (IBOVESPA) as 
reference. For the statistics purpose we used the T-Test and the ANOVA, adopting an error of 5%.  As the result, we found a 
positive mean abnormal return on the day of the stock purchase recommendation and on the two subsequent days (AR0,j = 
1.15%, AR1,j = 0.27% and AR2,j = 0.21%). The ANOVA test showed that there was no statistical difference between the 
abnormal return analysis of the distinct days (p = 0.1143). However, the T-test indicated a statistical difference between AR0,j 
and AR1,j (p = 0.0450) and between AR0,j and AR2,j (p = 0.0320), but not between AR1,j and AR2,j (p=0.8911). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The capital market arose when the credit market no 
longer meets the productive needs, with the purpose of 
guaranteeing a flow of resources in the appropriate 
conditions as regards deadlines, costs and liabilities 
[1]. According to Perobelli[2], there are characteristics 
that configure the Brazilian capital market as 
unattractive, or that explain its low dynamism. Two of 
them can be highlighted: high direct and indirect 
capital market costs for both companies and investors, 
and lack of protection of the interests of minority 
shareholders [2]. 
From those issues, the financial market began a new 
phase, aiming to attend the public that seeks greater 
security in the stock environment. This period was 
marked by the growth of independent houses of 
analysis, which focus mainly on individuals who need 
quality information to make their decisions[3]. 
According to Kojikovski[3], the current model of 
independent houses of analysis was popularized in 
Brazil in 2009 and the main idea behind them is to 
provide to investors detailed information about how to 
manage their money. 
The journalist Araujo[4], characterizes opinionmakers 
as influential people in a given universe, responsible 
for persuading many individuals to agree on a given 
opinion. The opinion formers are people who stand out 
in the market, being able to be journalists, financiers or 
even specialists of a certain area. The concept is 

corroborated by Matté[5], who asserts that the main 
agents' opinions on the domestic and international 
economic environment and their perspectives make 
them important opinion makers. 
Over the years independent analysis houses, where 
financiers and economists constantly analyze the 
market and issue suggestions for buying or selling 
stocks, have reached the position of financial opinion 
formers in the Brazilian market. These companies 
analyze and monitor the capital market and pass on 
frequent financial information to their subscribers. 
In this context, the present work proposed to analyze 
the stock prices recommended by Brazil’s largest 
independent house of analysis, in comparison to 
Ibovespa. 
 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
A. Classical and Modern Theory 
In modern finance theory, decision makers are 
considered rational and utility maximizers[6]. They 
began to adopt premises on the rationality of decision 
makers and the unpredictability of the markets that 
are: arbitrage principles[7], the principles of portfolio 
selection[8], asset pricing theory [9] and pricing 
options theory[10]. 
The classical theory is constituted in the notions on the 
rational human behavior where the individual can 
gauge optimally all available information. The theory 
about the Efficient Market Hypothesis has been 
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described by Fama[11]. 
B. Efficient Markets Hypothesis - EMH 
For Fama[11], the ideal market is where companies 
can make investment decisions in production and 
investors can choose the securities that represent the 
ownership of the company's activities. That is the 
assumption that prices fully reflect the information 
available on the market[11]. According to Ross, 
Westerfield and Jordan[12] an efficient capital market 
is one in which stock prices fully reflect the available 
information on the implicit stock values. 
 
Fama[11] divided the manifestations of his EMH into 
three forms: weak, semi-strong and strong. For the 
author, the weak form is where the set of information 
given only by historical prices; semi-strong form 
where prices adjust efficiently to other information 
that is available to the public, (such as annual earnings 
announcements and splits); and the strong form where 
certain investors or groups have monopoly access to 
any information relevant to the formation prices. 
 
It can be said that weak EMH is the statement that 
stock prices already fully represent the information 
contained in past transaction histories. The 
semi-strong EMH is the statement that stock prices 
fully represent the available published information, 
and finally, strong EMH is the statement that stock 
prices represent all relevant, even privileged, 
information[13]. 
 
C. Behavioral Finance 
For Ross, Westerfield and Jordan [12] there is 
irrationality on the part of investors in the financial 
market, either because they do not achieve a degree of 
portfolio diversification, or because they negotiate 
their securities frequently, thus generating 
commission and taxation expenses. According to 
Bodie, Kane and Marcus[13], behavioral finance 
questions the classic financial theory because the latter 
ignores the way people make their decisions and the 
influences they undergo. 
 
Bodie, Kane and Marcus [13] also claim that possible 
information processing errors can cause 
misunderstandings on possible events or rates of 
return. According to Lima [6], there are some 
heuristics that can lead the investor to make decisions 
irrationally, being: heuristics of representativity, 
heuristics of excessive self-confidence, heuristics of 
historical patterns, heuristics bet wrong and heuristics 
of erroneous weighting. 
 
III. METHODOLOGY 
 
This Research qualifies as a quantitative approach 
with two types of design, bibliographic and 
documentary.In order to respond to the problematic 
issue of this research and to achieve the proposed 
objective, the target population was understood as all 

recommendations for the purchase of Brazil’s largest 
independent house of analysis. The choice of this 
company was due to the fact that it is the largest 
independent house of analysis in Brazil1,considering 
that it operates in the Brazilian market since 2009. It 
was used“Company X” to call the independent house 
of analysis chosen.A Company Xworks independently 
selling subscriptions, where they publish suggestions 
for investments of various strategys, owns 35 
independent publishers and more than 350,000 
subscribers. 
 
The stocks selected to use in this analysis received 
purchase recommendation by Company X between 
January 2015 and October 2018.Thus, the sample of 
this research is characterized by non-probabilistic. 
 
A. Data Collection 
The main sources of data were a signature of Company 
X and the software Economática®. The first step was 
to extract of Company X’s reports each stockreceived 
purchase recommendations as well its dates. It is 
Important to emphasize that the recommendations for 
selling in this period were ignored. The second step 
was to extract the closing price adjusted to dividends 
of these stocks and the Bovespa Index (IBOVESPA) 
in the software Economática® for the chosen period. 
These data were collected since theday before the 
recommendation purchase (D-1) until two subsequent 
days after the recommendation (D2). Also, we 
extracted the industry segments of the recommended 
stocks, through the North American Industry 
Classification System – NAICS Level 1. 
 
B. Data Analysis 
The analyzed stocks totaling twenty-eight divided 
over the four years studied. The price adjusted to the 
dividends of the recommended stockswere called: P-1 
for the day before the recommendation;P0on the day of 
recommendation; P1 on the subsequent day of the 
recommendation; and P2 on two subsequent days after 
the recommendation. The same was done for the 
IBOVESPA, changing the letter P by IBOV. 
The Analysis tookfour phases: 
 
Phase 1: The return of each researchedstock and 
IBOVESPA was calculated for the recommendation 
date (R0), the subsequent day of the recommendation 
(R1) and two subsequent days after the 
recommendation (R2), using the following 
equation[13]. 

R ,
P , P ,

P ,
 

Where: 

 

1Available in: 
<http://informaremos.com/melhores-casas-de-analise/
>. Access on: 29, Mar, 2019. 
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n x ϵℕ | x 2  
R , = price of stock j in period n;P , = price adjusted to 
the dividends of of stock j in period n. 
 
Phase 2: The abnormal returns was calculated for the 
recommendation date (AR0), the subsequent day of the 
recommendation (AR1) and two subsequent days after 
the recommendation (AR2), using the following 
equation of the [12]. 
 

AR , R ,  R ,  
Where: 
n x ϵ ℕ | x 2  
AR ,  = abnormal return of stock j in the period n 
R , = return of stock j in period n; 
R ,  = IBOVESPA return in period n. 
 
 
Phase 3: The simple arithmetic mean was used to 
obtain the mean of abnormal returns[1], [14]. 

AR
∑ AR ,

j
 

Where: 
n x ϵ ℕ | x 2  
AR ,  = abnormal return of stock j in the period n 
 
Phase 4: The statistical analysis to verify the 
significance of the resultswere performed using the 
Microsoft Excel® software.It was used ANOVA 
one-way between the mean Abnormal Return of AR0, 
AR1 and AR2, and paired T-test two-tail, adopting an 
error of 5% [15]. 
 
IV. RESULTS 
 
We included twenty-eight recommendations for the 
purchase of stocks by Company X. These 
recommendations were distributed over the four years 
chosen for the sample: ten in the year 2015 (two in the 
first semester and eight in the second), eight in 2016 
(two in the first semester and six in the second), five in 
2017 (one in the first semester and four in the second) 
and five in 2018 (three in the first semester and two in 
the second semester until August). 
 
In 2015, the mean abnormal return of these stocks was 
positive on the day of recommendation and the 
following day, however, on the second day after the 
stock purchase suggestion the mean abnormal return 
found was negative. In the year 2016, unlike the other 
years, every calculated day had the mean positive 
abnormal return. In 2017, on the day of the purchase 
indication and on the second day after the indication, a 
positive mean abnormal return was verified, but on the 
day after the recommendation, the mean abnormal 
return was negative. In the year 2018, unlike the other 
years, only a mean positive abnormal return was 
obtained on the day of the recommendation, on the 

following two days the mean abnormal return was 
negative. 
2015 
Semesters n RA0j RA1j RA2j 
1st Semester 2 1% 0,40% 0,17% 
2nd Semester 8 1,47% 0,12% 0,57% 
Total 10 1,37% 0,09% 0,42% 

Table I -Abnormal Return of semesters of 2015 
 
In 2015, the mean abnormal return was positive only 
in AR0j and negative in AR1j and AR2j. In the 
semimanual analysis, in 2015, the mean abnormal 
return showed the first semester more favorable in 
relation to the second one. It obtained positive index 
on the day of the recommendation AR0j. 
 
2016 
Semesters n RA0j RA1j RA2j 
1st Semester 2 0,18% 2,19% 0,07% 
2nd Semester 6 1,58% 1,64% 0,63% 
Total 8 1,14% 0,68% 0,49% 

Table II -Abnormal Return of semesters of 2016 
 
In 2016, the abnormal return was mean positive in 
AR0j, AR1j and AR2j. Having the first semester an 
abnormal average positive return performance only in 
AR2j, however the second semester showed positive 
performance in all analyzed data. 
 
2017 
Semesters n RA0j RA1j RA2j 
1st Semester 1 0,64% 0,40% 0,34% 
2nd Semester 4 0,79% 2,26% 1,30% 
Total 5 0,76% 1,73% 1,11% 

Table III -Abnormal Return of semesters of 2017 
 
In 2017, the abnormal return was mean positive for 
AR0j, AR1j and AR2j. The first semester showed 
positive performance only on the day of the 
recommendation and on the second day after the 
recommendation AR0j and AR2j. The second semester 
of 2017 had similar behavior to 2016 having a positive 
mean abnormal return performance on all days 
analyzed AR0j, AR1j and AR2j. 
 
2018 
Semesters n RA0j RA1j RA2j 
1st Semester 3 0,86% 1,10% 0,01% 
2nd Semester 2 1,50% 1,13% 0,30% 
Total 5 1,12% -1,11% 0,13% 

Table IV -Abnormal Return of semesters of 2018 
 
In the first semester of 2018, a mean positive abnormal 
return was obtained in AR0j and AR2j, in the same way 
occurred in the second semester. 
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